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Abstract—Modeling the deformation of 3D plant is a challenge
in computer graphics. This paper presents a simulation method
for physically simulating interactive deformation of 3D plant
models. This method creates a tetrahedral mesh from the initial
triangular plant model, the tetrahedral mesh is then used for
dynamic response calculation of collision or interaction, the
original triangular mesh is deformed along with the tetrahedral
mesh. A capsule-based method and a spatial hashing based
method are used for efficient and accurate collision detection.
Smooth deformation effects and real-time simulation on 3D plant
models demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. The main
contribution of this paper is the proposed method can handle the
geometric complexity of various plants by a simple model.
Index
Terms—physical-based
deformation
deformable objects, tetrahedral mesh

I.

simulation,

INTRODUCTION

There is a wide range of virtual reality (VR) applications that
can benefit from 3D plant models, such as plant growth
simulation, landscape design, entertainment, training and
teaching. Up to day lots of methods and software packages have
been proposed for creating 3D plant models (e.g., L-system,
AMAP and Xfrog). Highly realistic static 3D plant models can
be obtained by using these tools. The geometric accuracy or
visual reality is their focus in these tools. However, less works
has been focused on the deformable physical character of plant.
In fact, the body of a real plant is deformable. It would be
bended or deformed under exterior force. One of challenges for
simulating the deformable characteristics of 3D plant models
exists in the geometric complexity of plant. Another challenge
is the real time simulation requirement. Although the raising
computational power of the last decades allowed for adapting
selected methods known from engineering sciences for
interactive simulation, and a number of approaches for
simulating deformable objects have been presented over the
last decade, the problem of simulating the deformable
characteristics of 3D plant models has not been solved
satisfyingly, yet.
Basing on the fact that less work has focused on real-time
deformation simulation of plant models in virtual environment
(VE), this paper presents a tetrahedral mesh-based method for
interactive simulating deformation of 3D plant models, and to
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improve user’s experience in VE. The proposed method uses
capsule-based and spatial hashing based detection for efficient
collision detection and response calculation. The capsule-based
method subdivides a triangular plant model into capsules which
are linked as mass-spring system, and is used for coarse
collision detection. The spatial hashing based method is used
for more accurate collision computation. We show the
effectiveness and flexibility of the approach by several
examples.

II.

PREVIOUS WORK

There has been a great deal of previous work on simulating the
motions of plant, including plant growth, motion in the wind
and so on, such as the work demonstrated in [1]. Some
physically-based models had been used to create natural shape
of plant [2, 3]. Recently some people had simulated physically
the natural deformed shape of plant leaves [4, 5]. However,
none of them address the problem of simulating deformation of
plant model in interactive VE. This problem of modeling
deformable objects has been studied for many years, and
currently it is still one of the most hot research issues in
computer graphic. In the following we summarize the most
closely related work. For an extended discussion on
deformation models, we will refer the readers to recent
summaries on the simulation of deformation [6] and collision
detection [7].
Mesh-based methods are the early way for performing shape
deformations by direct mesh optimization, such as [8, 9]. The
key of these methods is to explicitly preserve the local shape
properties by applying user-specified deformations. Similarly,
skeleton-based methods restrict the space of natural
deformations by inferring the deformations on the skeleton
structure of the shape [10] or by exploring the set of example
poses [11], in which inverse-kinematics are generally used.
Although mesh-based methods provide a high degree of
freedom in manipulating the shape, they commonly require a
tedious process of weight or parameter selection for
constraining and estimating per-vertex deformations. Many
methods have been designed to improve efficiency, such as
multiresolution methods [12]. Some researchers have proposed
techniques that use deformable models with a significantly
reduced dimensionality as compared to the full geometric
complexity (e.g., [13, 14]).
Meshless shape deformation is another method that was
recently introduced in computer graphics for physically based
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animations (e.g., [15, 16]). The classical meshless deformation
is meshless finite elements. Chang et al. [17] presents a
meshless method for animating elastic solids, using linear
superposition of approximate analytical. Adams et al. [18]
propose a novel meshless algorithm that allows proper
deformation modeling with the flexibility of traditional
meshless algorithms such as easy sampling and a smooth and
consistent deformation field representation.
While volumetric shape representations such as tetrahedral
meshes or similar structures have been widely used in physical
simulation[13, 14]. The benefit of a volumetric deformation
framework is that it better prevents unintuitive shape
transformations, such as local self-intersections of opposing
surfaces. Furthermore, it enables distance preservation not only
on an object's surface, but also throughout its interior, which
makes the deformations resistant to changes in volume and
cross-sectional areas.
Our method proposed in this paper use a representation of
tetrahedral mesh. Apart from the different application, this
paper presents an efficient spatial hashing-based mesh
deformation algorithm. Based on the spatial hashing approach,
we implemented the collision detection of triangular plant
models. This algorithm does not require complex data
structures, and can be run in real time in interactive applications
with realistic effects.

III.

PROPOSED METHOD

This section will detail the techniques of our proposed method.
The input of our algorithm is a (usually high resolution)
triangular mesh to be deformed, which consists of a set of
vertices and triangles. From this we generate a tetrahedral
mesh.
The first step of our pipeline after generating the tetrahedral
mesh is classifying tetrahedrons in the tetrahedral mesh and
vertices in the initial input triangular mesh according to their
AABB (Axis-Aligned Bounding Box). Then these AABB are
indexed by using a spatial hashing approach. The spatial
hashing structure is used for collision detection in interactive
deformation. Our approach of deformation simulation
augments the tetrahedral mesh plausibly approximate to
nonlinear deformation behavior by solving only linear equation
systems.
3.1 Generating Tetrahedral Mesh
Our method relies on a tetrahedral mesh representation of the
input shape that can be easily generated for triangle-mesh
objects. Many methods have been proposed for generating and
optimizing tetrahedral mesh, the one we use in this paper is
shown in [19]. The method proposed in [19] can handle
unorientable, non-manifold or damaged surfaces, and is
therefore particularly suitable for the generation of tetrahedral
mesh from triangular plant models. It is difficult to generate
closed volume from this kind of surface, so this method
introduces a concept “pseudo volume”. The pseudo volume of a
surface means namely the space that is intuitively occupied by

the surface. This method of generating tetrahedral mesh needs
some users’ interactions for adjusting the outside and smooth
degree of the generated tetrahedral mesh. This is useful for
users to obtain better simulated deformation results. Fig. 1
shows an initial plant model and the generated tetrahedral
mesh.

Fig.1. Example of a 3D plant model and its tetrahedral mesh

3.2 Physical Equations for Deformation
To compute the collision responses, we look the
preprocessed volumetric mesh as an elastic object consists of
tetrahedral elements, while these tetrahedral elements are
connected by mass and spring. We can use physical equations
for simulating mass-spring system to handle the collision
responses.
At the early stage of each step during the simulation, we
calculate the internal force and exterior force on each vertex.
The internal force is the elastic force comes from the changing
of position of a vertex, while the exterior force generally
consists of gravity, action force caused by collision, wind force
and user’s interactive force. Using the linearized elastic forces,
the linear algebraic formula of motion for an entire mesh
becomes:
(1)
Mu&& + Du& + Ku = f
Where M is the mass matrix, D is the global damping matrix,
K is the stiffness matrix; vector u is the displacement of the
nodes in the mesh, as such u=x – x0, where vectors x and x0 are
the actual and the rest positions of the nodes. While f is the
external force acting on the elastic object.
To get stable computation at large time steps by using
implicit method to formula (1), we can get the following
formulas [20]:
Δu = h(u& + Δv )
(2)

( M − hμI + h 2 K ) = h( μu& − Ku − f − hKu& ) (3)

Where h is the time step, △u is the variation of u in a time
step, △v is the variation of u& in a time step, μ is the damping
coefficient, I is an unit matrix.
Formula (3) is a symmetrical positive definite large scale
sparse linear equations, which can be solved by using
preconditioned conjugate gradient method with acceptable
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callculation speedd. Then △v can
n be calculatedd from formula (2)
bassed on the resuults of formula (3).
3.33 Collision Deetection
Collision detection and resp
ponse is usually the most tiime
connsuming proceess for the ov
verall simulatiion. We use two
t
phase policies forr efficient and accurate
a
collisiion detection. The
T
ng a capsule-bbased method for
firsst phase is haandled by usin
coaarse collision detection, and
d a spatial hasshing is used for
dettecting collisioon occurring in between two teetrahedral objeects
or between a tetraahedral object and a rigid objject.
1)C
Capsule-basedd collision detecction
Capsule-basedd method hass been extennsively used for
colllision detectioon in CG. A caapsule can be defined with two
t
parrameters: the radius r and thee height h, as Fig.
F 2 shows.
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The intersection
i
deetection betweeen two capsulees is another
situationn. As Fig. 4 shows, the intersection between
b
two
capsules can be classsified as threee categories: intersection
betweenn two hemispheeres, intersectioon between thee hemisphere
and thee cylinder, andd intersection occur
o
in the tw
wo cylinders
respectiively. The firsst kind interseection can be checked by
using thhe discriminantt:

uuuuv
a1a2 ≤ 2r
2

(4)

Where a1 and a2 arre the center of the two hemispheres
respectiively. The secoond kind intersection can bee checked by
using thhe following grroup discriminaants:

uuuuv
u v v
uuuu
⎧ a1a2 − dot (a1a2 , n) ≤ 2r
⎪
uuuuv v
⎪
⎨ dot (a1a2 , n) ≥ 0
uuuuv v
⎪
(
dot
b
1 a2 , n ) ≥ 0
⎪⎩

(5)

Wherre a1 and b1 are
a the two endd points of thee axis in the
v
cylinderr, n is the axis
x vector, andd a2 is the ceenter of the
hemisphhere. The inteersection between two cylinnders can be
checkedd by calculating the minimum
m distance of thheir axis line
segmennts, intersectionn exists if the distance
d
is smalll than 2r.
Fig.. 2. Parameters deescription of a capssule.

In our method, capsule is useed to representt the plant moddel.
Firrstly, we use thhe user-defined
d parameters r and
a h to subdivvide
a plant
p
model intto a series of capsules, these capsules are thhen
joiined by using mass-spring.
m
While
W
others objjects in the virttual
envvironment aree represented as triangularr mesh. So the
colllision betweeen two plant models
m
or a plant
p
model and
a
anoother object caan be look as co
ollision in betw
ween two capsuules
or a capsule and a triangle.
The detection of collision beetween a capsuule and a trianngle
cann be done easiily. As Fig. 3 shows, this caan be turn to the
prooblem calculatting the minim
mum distance of
o the trianglee to
linne segment abb, if the minim
mum distance is small thann r,
colllision exists. This method can be easily appplied to dynam
mic
situuation. When a capsule moviing with velociity v, the questtion
forr detecting colllision of the caapsule with a trriangle is to cheeck
whhen the distance of the trianglle to the line seegment ab equuals
to r.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. Inntersection detectiion between two caapsules: (a) interseection between
two hem
mispheres; (b) inteersection between a hemisphere and a cylinder; (c)
interssection occur in tw
wo cylinders.

2)Spatiaal hashing based collision deetection

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Collision detection
d
between capsule and trianggular primitive: (a))
intersection; (b)) no intersection.

Capsule-based meethod is usedd for coarse intersection
detectioon among plannt models. Wheen intersectionn is detected,
we use a spatial hasshing method basing on [21] for more
o penetration depth,
d
which
accuratee detection, witth calculation of
can be used for further collision response. Thhe consistent
process enables this method
m
can nott only be used for collision
T
is very
detectioon, but also foor self-collisioon detection. This
importaant to simulatinng deformationn of plant modeel, which is a
complexx and non-convvex outline.
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This method works by creating spatial hash table for the
initial vertices and tetrahedral mesh of the plant model. It
subdivides all plant models into a lot of small AABB. Firstly,
all vertices in each plant model in the virtual environment are
classified basing on their locating in the small 3D grid unit.
Then all of tetrahedral elements are also classified basing on the
same grid units. When carry out the intersection detection, if a
tetrahedral element is detected being intersecting with some
AABB, all vertices locating in the AABB need to do
intersection detection with the AABB. The barycentric
coordinate of the tetrahedral element is calculated for
estimating if the vertex has penetrated the tetrahedral element.
Teschner et al. [20] have used two spatial hashing methods
for the initial vertices and the tetrahedral mesh of a 3D plant
model respectively. For spatial hashing of the initial vertices,
firstly a user-defined grid unit size is used to discretize the
position of each vertex. The discretization bases on the
following rule:
v(x′, y′, z′) = ([x/l], [y/l], [z/l])
Where l represents the user-defined size of grid unit size; (x,
y, z) is the coordinate of vertex v in the mesh, so (x′, y′, z′) is the
discretized coordinate of v. Then a hash function hash is used to
map these discretized vertices to a one dimensional index h, as
such the information of the vertex is saved to position of h in
the hash table, where h = hash(x′, y′, z′). For the selection of
hash function, Teschner et al. had given some rules, and they
used the one as follows:

hash(x,y,z) = (x p1 xor y p2 xor z p3) mod n

Where (x,y,z) is the position of a vertex, p1,p2 and p3 are three
very large primes, their values are 73856093, 19349663 and
83492791 respectively. And n is the size of the hash table.
The spatial hashing for the tetrahedral mesh is used for actual
intersection test in between a vertex p and a tetrahedron. This
spatial hash table is created by traversing all tetrahedral
elements. Firstly, the maximum and minimum AABB in the
tetrahedral mesh are calculated, and these values are executed a
modular operation with a user-defined grid unit size. The key
code element of each grid unit in the AABB of the tetrahedral
element is then calculated. Finally, a traversing is used to the
AABB of each tetrahedral element from the minimum key code
element to the maximum key code element. All vertices which
can be found from the hash table index need to test intersection.

the performance of the collision detection significantly. In fact,
the larger of the hash table size is, the less important of the
quality of the hash function. Experiment has shown that lager
hash table can reduce the probability of mapping different 3D
coordinates to a same hashing index. On the other hand, larger
hash table may bring some decrease to the performance due to
memory management. Method has been used to handle this
problem [20]. The grid unit size for spatial hash dividing would
influence the amount of geometric elements of the simulated
objects, because all these geometric elements need to be
mapped to the same hash table. To get an optimum performance,
the grid unit size needs to be specified approximately to the
average length of the tetrahedral elements.

IV.

RESULTS

We implemented the proposed algorithm in C++ with OpenGL
on a PC with a 2.8 GHz Pentium processor and a NVIDIA
GeFore 7900 GS graphics card.
Firstly we simulate the effects of collision detection and
response in between two plant models. The plant model using
in this experiment is corn, each corn model consists of 925
vertices and 1184 triangles, with 1156 tetrahedral elements and
452 vertices in the corresponding tetrahedron. Two plant
models are used in this example, and they are placed close to
make some organs penetration mutually. These penetrations
can be eliminated by using the collision detection and response
method proposed in this paper, as Fig. 5 shows.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Collision detection and response effects: (a) penetration phenomenon
without collision response; (b) effect after using collision response.

3.4 Related Parameters
1)Parameters for the capsule
Two parameters are used in capsule-based collision detection
method: the radius r and the height h. They influence the
simulation in two aspects: one is the efficiency for collision
detection, the other is the effect of natural deformation of the
plant model, because the capsules of a plant model also serve as
its physical deformation model by connecting these capsules as
mass-spring objects. The smaller of r and h, theoretically, the
more natural of the deformation effects would be. But smaller r
and h also mean more time consuming in collision detection.
2) Parameters for the spatial hash
Both the hash table size and grid unit size would influence

Fig. 6. Natural stand effects of a cucumber model under different capsule
height.
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The second application example is applied to test the natural
stand of a cucumber model. The 3D plant model has a height of
210cm, which consists of 22004 vertices and 30244 triangles.
The number of the tetrahedral elements is 1431 with 521
vertices in the generated tetrahedron. By fixing the bottom
capsule to the ground, we test the influence of parameters h and
r to the natural stand effect of the plant model, by varying the
two parameters in our experiments. We find that the influence
of r is weak compared to h. As Fig. 6 shows, we use four
different h values to simulate the natural stand shape of the
cucumber model under gravity. It can be concluded that both
larger and smaller h are not suitable for natural deformation of
plant model. The simulation is run in real time with 75fps.
We also find that the parameter r is important to the
interactive deformation simulation. Under suitable parameter h,
appropriate r needs to be selected for natural interactive
deformation. Using the same plant model and capsule height h,
we vary the parameter r to test the effects. As Fig. 7 shows, the
parameter r are 25cm, 10cm and 5cm in (a), (b) and (c)
respectively, with the same h of 20cm. In which the red line
represents the user’s manual drag force.
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scenes can be achieved. Although our approach is based on
tetrahedrons, it is not restricted to tetrahedrons and can be used
to other object primitives. Currently, the method used in this
paper detects whether a vertex penetrates a tetrahedron, but it
does not detect whether an edge intersects with a tetrahedron.
This can be improved in the further work.

V.

CONCLUSION

We have introduced a method for interactive deformation
simulation of 3D plant models by combing collision detection
and dynamical self–collisions detection for deformable objects.
Difference from traditional methods, we use capsule-based and
spatial hashing based detection for two phase processes, and
achieve real-time simulation results. The experimental
examples show that environment of up to 20k tetrahedrons can
be performed in real–time, and independent from the number of
objects. The proposed method can not only be used to a wide
range of plant models, but also to other complex scenes.
But the limitations of our method are also evident. This
method did not consider the difference of plasticity of different
plant organs. As such it is difficult to be used as a quantitative
method for simulating the deformation of a plant under
different exterior force. We will combine our approach with
the real material attributes of plant organ in the near future.
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